
Try the Stretch Wrap Selected Specifically for  
Your TAB Wrapper Tornado

S T R E T C H  W R A P



Get a Tight, Secure Pallet Load with TAB Wrapper Tornado-Approved Stretch Wrap

You will feel complete confidence 
every time a pallet load goes out 
the door when it’s wrapped in 
our TAB Wrapper Tornado line of 
stretch wraps. These tough plastic 
films are tested, manufactured, 
and optimized for high-speed, 
360-degree orbital wrapping so 
you can apply exactly the right 
amount of tension and compression 
strength without concern for rips 
and tears. These cast stretch films 
keep your products locked to the 
pallet, safe and secure. 

TWT-2080 Standard 

The workhorse of the line, the puncture- and 
tear-resistant TWT-2080 delivers an excellent 
force-to-load ratio packing the strength of an 
80-gauge stretch wrap into the thickness of a 
65-gauge stretch wrap. Use less film and save 
on material for reduced costs with every load.

	▪ Quiet unwind from the roll

	▪ High clarity for easy barcode reading  
beneath the film

	▪ Clever one-sided cling keeps skids from  
sticking to each other

	▪ 50 rolls per pallet, 20 in. X 5000 ft. per roll,  
pre-stretched yields 7500 ft. of wrap per roll

For the same high performance as TWT-2080 

Branded 
Stretch Wrap 

As a TAB Wrapper 
Tornado owner, 

your wrapped pallets already look great. Now, up 
your game with custom branded stretch wrap that 
sports your logo, phone and Web address.

TWT-1880 Hand Stretch Wrap 

For anyone still manually wrapping by hand, this 
stretch wrap features proprietary plastic resins with 
greater puncture and tear resistance with thinner 

	▪ Instant identification on the job site, in the 
warehouse and on the truck

	▪ Custom color matching

	▪ Available on all stretch wrap grades

This option offers a savvy way to extend brand 
imagery through every step of the customer 
experience.

gauge than other hand wraps. It is crystal clear and 
releases quietly from the roll every time for smooth, 
consistent performance.

in extremely cold environments and in facilities 
where dust is prevalent, use TWT-2080 CF. This 
specialty film keeps its strength, shape and cling in 
demanding conditions.

	▪ 40 rolls per pallet, 20 in. x 6000 ft. per roll,  
pre-stretched yields 9000 ft. of wrap per roll



Get a Tight, Secure Pallet Load with TAB Wrapper Tornado-Approved Stretch Wrap

TWT-20120 Extra Heavy Stretch Wrap 

Take the clarity, puncture and tear resistance, and 
other properties of the TWT-2080 then bulk up the 
strength. This heavy-duty, 90-gauge plastic film 
performs with the same strength as a 120-gauge wrap 
yet uses less material at far less cost.

TWT-20120 Ribbed Stretch Wrap 

This custom-developed stretch wrap features a patent-
pending approach that boosts the strength beyond extra 
heavy duty. Boasting proprietary Power Band technology, 
the TWT-20120 Ribbed applies extreme force to heavy 
pallet loads that also have odd shapes, awkward centers of 
gravity or other challenging characteristics.

▪ Smart replacement for costly, heavy gauge films

▪ Suitable for bulk building products, machinery, sharp
edges

▪ 40 rolls per pallet, 20 in. x 4000 ft. per roll, pre-stretched
yields 6000 ft. of wrap per roll

▪ Safely contains the extra heavy pallet loads

▪ Instills extra confidence against transport risk

▪ 40 rolls per pallet, 20 in. x 5000 ft. per roll, pre-stretched
yields 7500 ft. of wrap per roll

Pick a Color, Any Color 

Many companies stand out from their competition by using 
colored stretch wrap to enhance the presentation of the 
pallet load. Others use black or white for a high level of 
opacity that hides the contents from prying eyes. All of the 
TAB Wrapper Tornado stretch wrap grades are stocked in 
green, blue, black, and clear.

▪ Additional colors available

“ We love the blue film for the marketing value - it’s become a key identifier. 
And in the event of an on-site error or delivery issue, if it’s not wrapped 
in the blue plastic then we know someone else is responsible.”  

- Charlie Justice, City Pipe & Supply, Odessa, TX

CALL TO ORDER
610-921-0012 Ext. 109



The TAB Wrapper Tornado 
line of stretch wrap works 
perfectly with your favorite 
orbital wrapper – smooth, 
strong, and safe.

Joel Brizek 
Supply Chain Manager 

Talk to our stretch wrap specialist, Joel 
Brizek, for free guidance on selecting the 
ideal grade of plastic film for your pallet 
loads, for a free quote, and to setup an 
automated reorder schedule. 
jbrizek@tabindustries.com  
610-921-0012 Ext. 109

TAB Industries, LLC 
2525 N. 12th Street  
Reading, PA 19605

610-921-0012 Ext.109 
www.TABWrapper.com 

Made in USA, 
delivered from 
Pennsylvania

Buy by the pallet load to save 

Order two pallet loads of  
stretch wrap and we’ll pay the  
freight in the continental USA.  
It’s an easy way to stock up  
and never run out.

Get Two  

Pallet Loads  
and  

We Pay  
Freight!


